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ISMI and IAOCI join forces
Drs Sammy Noumbissi (US) and Karl Ulrich Volz (Switzerland) are two of the most experienced surgeons worldwide when it comes to modern one-piece and two-piece
ceramic implants. In the past 20 years, the two combined
have successfully placed several thousand ceramic implants. Moreover, they are the founding presidents of the
first two international expert societies for ceramic implantology—the International Academy of Ceramic Implantology (IAOCI) and the International Society of Metal Free
Implantology (ISMI). Ceramic implants had the opportunity to interview the two about future joint activities.
Editorial note: The ISMI initially planned to hold its 2020
annual congress in May in Berlin, for the first time in cooperation with the IAOCI. Owing to the current COVID-19
pandemic, however, the decision was made to postpone
the event to 2021 and it is now set to take place on 7 and
8 May 2021 in Düsseldorf. For more information, contact
the organiser at events@oemus-media.de.

Effective public relations
Benefit from a strong community that elevates the marketing of your practice
through effective public relations strategies.

Drs Noumbissi and Volz, you two have been friends
and colleagues for many years. Now, the IAOCI has
also officially joined ISMI as an educational partner
for its 2021 annual congress. What’s the main reason
behind you two joining forces?
Dr Volz: Sammy, whom I extremely respect as a great
surgeon, ambitious teacher and very honest friend, is
truly committed to pushing the paradigm shift regarding ceramic implants forward. He dedicates and commits himself entirely to his expert society, the IAOCI.
Yet, ceramic implants represent only a small share of
the entire dental implant market. It thus makes a lot
of sense to join forces and to support each other in
our activities and conferences. ISMI will be organising
congresses in the German-speaking countries and in
northern Europe, and the IAOCI will take care not only
of the US but also of Latin America, Africa, Australia
and possibly Asia.
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ISMI provides a personal profile of all active members on their website—free
of charge. In addition, the ISMI patient platform provides important information for
patients and features a search tool with which patients can find their perfect dentist.

Discount on congress fees
CERAMIC IMPLANTS

STATE OF THE ART

Come and join us! Attend the Annual Meeting of ISMI in Berlin on 24 and 25 June 2022
and benefit from first-rate continuing education. ISMI members receive a special discount on the participation fee.

Online archive for specialists
6 TH ANNUAL MEETING OF

24./25. Juni 2022
Berlin

Get exclusive access to ISMI’s extensive online archive. Discuss all relevant questions regarding metal-free implantology with experts and colleagues from around
the world and enjoy free access to the online archive where you will find informative training videos and clinical case reports.

Newsletter
The ISMI newsletter keeps you up to date with the latest scientific trends, products,
and events on a regular basis. It also features user reports as well as a wide range
of information and tips on the subject of metal-free implantology.

Specialist magazine
As a member of ISMI, your membership fee includes a subscription of the independently published English language magazine ceramic implants—international
magazine of ceramic implant technology. Published twice a year, the magazine
offers specialist articles and event reports as well as industry- and science-related
news from the international world of metal-free implantology. In addition, ceramic
implants provides information about manufacturers and their latest products.
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Restoring aesthetics in the mandible
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First JCCI held with great success

Become a member of
ISMI an IAOCI now—
with our dual membership!
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